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Supplemental Figures 
 

 
Figure S1. Estimation of decoder performance on keypress state and practice sequence detection. Related to 
Figure 2A and STAR Methods. (A) Subject-average confusion matrices of keypress state decoders calculated over 
training examples. Cross-validated performance of all selected decoders exceeded chance levels (Random 
permutation test, N=1000, 𝛼=0.05). (B) Distribution of sequence detection rates (percent of practice sequences 
correctly decoded from MEG activity only) over subjects. (C) Keypress state probabilities averaged at each ordinal 
position over detected practice sequences for all subjects (mean± SEM). Note that the maximum keypress state 
probability at each ordinal position correctly reconstructs the trained sequence (i.e. – 41324). (D, E, F) Keypress 
state probabilities averaged at each ordinal position over all detected trained sequence replay events for all subjects 
(mean± SEM) during (D) Pre-training rest, (E) Inter-practice rest and (F) Post-training rest. Again, note that on 
average the maximum keypress state probability at each ordinal position is capable of decoding the full trained 
sequence (i.e. – 41324) for replay events during waking rest. Please see STAR Methods: Magnetoencephalography: 
Training and evaluation of keypress decoders for complete details.  



 
Figure S2. Reverse trained sequence replay detections. Related to Figure 2. (A) The maximum reverse trained 
sequence replay rate was observed for events of 50ms duration. This was consistent with observed replay for the 
forward trained sequence (Fig. 2B). Shaded regions indicate the 95% confidence interval of the group mean (thick 
lines). (B) Waking reverse replay rates (50ms-duration) for the forward trained sequence more than tripled during 
inter-practice rest (2.36±0.31) relative to pre-training rest (0.73±0.21). Similar magnitude rate changes were also 
observed for the forward trained sequence (Fig. 2C). Replay rates then receded during post-training rest (0.88±0.21) 
to levels similar to pre-training. Thick horizontal lines and associated boxes indicate the group mean and 95% 
confidence interval, respectively. (C) Forward and reverse replay of the trained sequence increased more 
prominently than all members of an expanded control sequence set after practice onset. Comparisons were limited to 
sequences sharing no common ordinal position or transition structure (n=1; 33433), or only a single common ordinal 
position (n=3; 11212, 12221, 21211) or transition (n=3; 13131, 23232, 23233) with forward and reverse replay of 
the trained sequence. Importantly, pre-training rest replay rates did not significantly differ between these sequences 
(F8,108.48=0.654; p 0.73).  



 
 
 

 
Figure S3. Temporal features of waking replay events during inter-practice rest. Related to Figure 2. (A) High 
replay rates centered around 2.5/sec were detected over all 35 waking inter-practice rest periods. Shaded regions 
indicate the 95% confidence interval of the group mean (thick lines). (B) Raster plot of inter-practice replay events 
(50ms duration) shown for a representative subject. (C) Histogram of replay event occurrences summed across all 
35 inter-practice periods for all subjects. Consistent with B, replays events were uniformly distributed across the 
entire 10-second rest interval. (D) Histogram showing the inter-replay intervals (i.e. – time between successive 
replay detections in ms) across all 50ms replay events in all subjects. The predominance of very short inter-replay 
intervals confirms that inter-practice rest replay events tend to occur in temporal clusters, consistent with the raster 
plot in B.  
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Figure S4. Spatial features of detected replay events. Related to Figure 3. We performed principal component 
analysis (PCA) to characterize networks with covarying power changes in parcellated MEG source-space. PC2, 
shown here, explains 18.8% of the total power-related variance during group average replay events. Similar to PC1 
(Fig. 3), PC2 is characterized by strong covariations in power within a sensorimotor-entorhinal-hippocampal 
network. 
 
 


